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Tonight’s Objectives

● Putting the Test in Context
● Breaking Down the Test
● Comparing the SAT & ACT
● Preparing for the SAT
● Q & A



There Is No One Path 



One Test Does Not Define Your Student

“Test scores are only a small part of what we look at in the admissions 
review process, and we will consider the context of all of these factors in 
our holistic review of a student’s application.”



One Test Does Not Define Your Student

“Northwestern’s review process will remain grounded in a holistic 
approach coupled with a commitment to college access. The admissions 
committee will continue to weigh each applicant’s academic and 
intellectual fit for Northwestern through a comprehensive assessment of 
grades, course rigor, recommendations, academic honors or awards, 
personal essays and other information specific to applicants’ individual 
experiences and high school settings.”



One Test Does Not Define Your Student

“Some applicants may feel that an SAT or ACT score does not fully reflect 
their academic preparedness or potential. If this is the case for you, you 
may select UChicago’s test-optional method of application and not supply 
SAT or ACT scores with your application. We welcome any student 
regardless of testing plan to submit additional materials (detailed in the 
Supplements section) that they feel best highlights their skills, talents, 
and potential contributions to UChicago.”



One Test Does Not Define Your Student

“For students applying during the 2021-22 academic year, we understand recent 
developments are adding stress. We want to reassure you that you will not be at a 
disadvantage in the review of your application.  We are in this together. We hope to 
navigate these difficult times with you and to serve as a resource as you begin your 
college application journey. We encourage you to read "What We Care About in This 
Time of Crisis," a collective statement from college admission deans, including 
Stanford’s Dean Richard H. Shaw.  One of our core values is to practice holistic 
admission. We will continue to review the pieces of the application as an integrated 
whole, and in the context of the unprecedented events we are living through now.”

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b7c56e255b02c683659fe43/t/5ef9bf0b67d0746239a5b429/1593425675919/FINAL+Statement_+TTT+Deans+20200629.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b7c56e255b02c683659fe43/t/5ef9bf0b67d0746239a5b429/1593425675919/FINAL+Statement_+TTT+Deans+20200629.pdf


Why do I need to take the SAT?

● It’s a state required assessment for 11th grade students;
○ The School Day SAT is the only test that meets 

the graduation requirement.
● It is a college entrance exam accepted by colleges and 

universities;
● It assesses the skills that have been developed in high 

school.



SAVE THE DATE

Testing Date for the School Day SAT

Please Note:  In order to be promoted to 12th 
grade, all junior students MUST sit for this 
administration of the test.

(Make Up Testing Date is April 26th)



Changes Since We Took the SAT

● Not just for West and East Coast 
schools anymore

● 400–1600 score scale
● 3 hours and 50 minutes with the 

SAT Essay
● Vocabulary Section Eliminated
● No Penalty for Guessing



The Structure of the SAT

● Reading Test (65 minutes)
● Language & Writing Test (35 minutes)
● Math Test - No Calculator (25 minutes)
● Math Test - Calculator (55 minutes)
● Essay (50 minutes)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfFBj4Dk0B0&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/zf1qqEV72bk
https://youtu.be/wnK2pFEE-ys
https://youtu.be/325se1HrFp8


The Structure of the SAT

Reading Section--65 minutes
(52 Questions: Making Inferences, Evaluating Relationships, and Synthesizing Information)

Language & Writing Section--35 Minutes
(44 Questions: Punctuation, Sentence Structure and Incorporating Information) 

Math Section without Calculator--25 Minutes
(20 Questions: the Heart of Algebra, Geometry, Statistics, and Trigonometry) 

Math Section with Calculator--55 Minutes
(38 Questions: the Heart of Algebra, Geometry, Statistics, and Trigonometry) 

Essay--50 Minutes Optional
(An Argument That Examines How An Author Conveys His/Her Message) 



Scoring on the SAT

Evidence-Based 
Reading & Writing Score 

200-800

Math Score

200-800

Total Score
400-1600



SAT Student Score Report



Do I need to take the ACT?

“We accept either the ACT or 
SAT, and we don’t prefer one 
over the other.”

“Students with a qualifying ACT or 
SAT score may not have to take 
some placement tests.”

“You are not required to submit a 
standardized test score as part of 
your application for admission.” 

“If students choose to take an 
SAT or ACT, there is no 
preference for either exam.”



The Structure of the ACT

English Section--45 minutes
(75 Questions Covering Grammar)

Math--60 Minutes
(60 Questions Covering Algebra, Geometry and Trigonometry) 

Reading--35 Minutes
(10 Questions on each of 4 Passages) 

Science Reasoning--35 Minutes
(40 Questions Covering Analysis, Interpretation, and Evaluation)

Writing--40 Minutes Optional
(1 Argumentative Essay) 



Scoring on the ACT

The ACT Composite Score
● Students receive a score between 1-36 on each content test 

and the content scores are averaged to develop a 
composite score.

The ACT Writing Score
● Writing scores range from 6-12

○ Taking the writing test affects neither the content 
scores nor the composite score. However, without a 
writing test score, no English Language Arts (ELA) 
score will be reported.



ACT Student Score Report



What Is A Superscore?

Superscoring is the process by which colleges consider your 
highest section scores across all the dates you took the SAT or 
ACT. 

Rather than confining your scores to one particular date, 
these schools will take your highest section scores, forming 
the highest possible composite score.



Which Schools Superscore?

The University of Illinois
“If you took either test more than once, we'll use your highest subscores in our evaluation. However, we don’t 
use your highest sub-scores from different test sittings to create a superscore.” 

Northwestern University
“We will review a “superscore” for both tests. For students who take the SAT or ACT more than once, this 
means that our system will combine the highest section scores across multiple test dates and calculate a 
“superscore” that will override the high score from a single sitting in our database. Applicants are not obligated 
to report scores from all test dates, though are welcome to do so.”

Stanford University
“For the ACT, we will review all subscores and focus on the highest Composite from all sittings; for the SAT, we 
will focus on the highest individual EBRW and Math scores from all test sittings; for the SAT, you may have 
taken a sitting with the essay and a separate sitting without the essay. We will superscore your Evidence-Based 
Reading and Writing and Math scores across these two versions of the exam.” 



Which One Should I Take?

● More similar than different
○ The ACT has 4 sections with an essay; the SAT has 3 sections and an essay since Science is covered 

in the reading section.
○ ACT allows a calculator for all math sections, but the questions are more broad and includes more 

algebra and trigonometry.
○ The reading/writing sections are very similar, but the ACT has more grammatical questions and 

the SAT favors questions about writing style and vocabulary.

● The School Day SAT is funded by the state and every junior must take it in April.
● The ACT costs $60.00 to register, with fee waivers available for those that qualify, 

and students must register for a Saturday test on act.org.  
● Students can choose to register for an additional SAT on a Saturday at 

collegeboard.org; the cost is $55.00.  
● Many students take both and use the higher score.



How Do I Prepare?

From --Creators of the SAT:



Official SAT Practice 
on Khan Academy

● Personalized plan tailored to your strengths and weaknesses 
● 1000s of practice questions, hints, and step-by-step video lessons
● 8 official full-length practice tests
● Receive instant feedback & recommendations
● Set a personalized practice schedule 
● Review expert tips and strategies for the test
● Practice on a cellphone: questions per day via the app
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Resources

● Overview of using Official SAT Practice for parents
● Link your College Board and Khan Academy accounts
● Students talking about the importance of SAT practice
● College Entrance Exams in the Age of COVID
● Additional Test Prep Resources
● Test Optional Schools

https://www.khanacademy.org/test-prep/sat/new-sat-tips-planning/sat-coach-tools-tutorials/a/sat-practice-guide-for-teachers
https://youtu.be/patbkNnnAQ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLsaui3l-P1pqj7rPklkdVWX3BWeRuxlo_&v=_SESjEQAhiA
https://www.usnews.com/education/best-colleges/articles/how-the-coronavirus-is-pushing-colleges-to-go-test-optional
https://www.csd99.org/dgn/student-support-services/test-preparation-information
https://www.fairtest.org/university/optional

